☤
After the Disaster:™

TRIAGE

A catastrophic earthquake has struck the city.
Your hospital still stands, and survivors are
starting to stream in. Save as many as you
can until roads reopen, power is restored, and
assistance arrives…or the hospital collapses!

Objective

Save as many Patients as possible while the
Hospital still stands.

Essential Components

Two 52-card poker decks with pips, 6 6-sided dice,
a way to track action points (such as a 10-sided
die, pad and pencil)

Setup

1. Set aside the 10♦ and 10♥ from a poker deck.
2. Create the Event Deck from the 2-9♦, A-7♥,
A-5♠︎, A-4♣︎, and all JQK from the same poker
deck. Add the 3-6♦, A-4♠, A-3♣, and one J, two
Qs, and two Ks from the other poker deck.
3. Shuffle the Event Deck.
4. Arrange the play area as seen below, with the
10♦ (the Diesel Reserves) in the Generator Pile and
the 10♥ (the Hospital) above the Discard Pile.
Place a die on the upper-right pip of both cards.
Place a die in the Scavenging Space and in each
Bed.
5. Discard the top Event Deck card face down.
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Using Card Pips

Diesel cards (♦) and the Hospital (10♥) track
their values using card pips: The bottom-left pip
has a value of 1, and the upper-right pip has the
rank’s value. Place a die on the current value.
When the die leaves the card going down, the
value is 0. Move the die up when scavenging
diesel. Move the die down when damaging the
hospital or consuming diesel.
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Hospital Beds

Face cards are Patients. When a Patient enters the
Hospital, set the Bed’s die to their initial health
level: 5 for Js, 4 for Qs, and 2 for Ks. When a
Patient is healed, increase the die by the amount.
When damaged, reduce the die by the amount.
Patients reaching 0 health die; discard them.
Patients reaching 7 health are healthy; place them
into the Saved Pile.

Turn Overview

Page 2 describes each step in detail.
1. Start with 4 action points (AP).
2. Draw 3 event cards face down.
3. Handle each event from left to right.
4. Perform standard actions for 1 AP each.
5. Consume Diesel.
6. Handle any Patients left Outside.
7. Continue from #1 until the end.

Yes! You’re welcome to share After the Disaster: Triage free edition with your friends. But if you enjoyed
playing, you can help Studio Tectorum continue making games with a donation. For reference, designer
royalties on a $15 game are about $0.60, and publisher profit is closer to $3.00. What matters is how
much the game is worth to you and how much of that you can afford. To donate, visit studiotectorum.
com/atdt/donate. Find other great games at studiotectorum.com
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Step 1: Start with 4 Action Points
Start each turn with 4 action points (AP) to
handle events and perform standard actions. Track
your current AP on a 10-sided die or paper.

Step 2: Draw 3 Event Cards

Place 3 cards from the
1
Event Deck face down
2
from left-to-right into
3
the Event Queue. If
the deck is less than 3 cards, place them all. If the
deck is empty, go to Step 4: Standard Actions.

Step 3: Handle Events

From left-to-right, flip each card and respond to it:
Patients (Face Cards; 0 AP)
There are 3 Patient types: Jacks,
Queens, and Kings. You may
admit a Patient into an empty
Bed: Place the card onto the Bed,
and set the Bed’s die to 5 for Js, 4 for Qs, and 2 for
Ks (see Hospital Beds). Otherwise, place the card to
the Hospital’s right Outside.
Cihan reveals a Q Patient. With two Beds already full, Cihan
decides to refuse entry, placing the Patient card Outside.

Aftershock # (♠; 0–# AP)
Damage the Hospital by the amount
(see Using Card Pips). Each AP you
choose to spend reduces the damage
by 1. Discard this card.
Kelly reveals an Aftershock 3♠. Kelly spends 2 AP and moves
the Hospital’s die down 1.

Diesel # (♦; 0–1 AP)
You learn about a Diesel source. You
may spend 1 AP to start scavenging it:
Discard any Diesel in the Scavenging
Space to the Generator’s left and
place this card there. Place the die on pip 1 (see
Using Card Pips). Otherwise, discard this card.
Kirabo is already scavenging a Diesel 9♦ and reveals a Diesel
4♦. Kirabo spends 1 AP, discards the Diesel 9♦, and places the
Diesel 4♦ into the Scavenging Space with the die on its pip 1.
︎Hope (♥; +1 AP)
Gain 1 AP. Discard this card.
Akira reveals Hope 7♥ first and now has 5 AP
for the other two events or standard actions.

Complications # (♣; 0–# AP)
Damage the most hurt Patient(s),
if any, by the amount (see Hospital
Beds). You may spend AP to reduce
damage to a Patient. Discard this card
and any
Patients at 0 health.

Robin has 2 K Patients, each with 2 health, and reveals a
Complications 2♣. Robin spends 1 AP for one Patient and sets
its die to 1. Robin discards the other Patient.

Step 4: Standard Actions (1 AP)
Each standard action costs 1 AP:
• Admit a Patient Outside into an empty Bed.

Sasha spends 1 AP and moves a J Patient from Outside into a
Bed, setting the Bed’s die to the Patient’s starting health, 5.

• Explore: Draw 1 card and handle it.
Guo spends 1 AP and draws an Aftershock 2♠. Guo has no
AP left and moves the Hospital die down two pips.

• Heal a Patient, adding 1 to their Bed’s die. At
7, place the Patient into the Saved Pile. If a K
reaches 7, gain +2 AP as morale improves.

Jin-soo heals a K Patient at 6 health with 1 AP. The Patient
is now healthy at 7. Jin-soo gains 2 AP and places the Patient
into the Saved Pile.

• Continue scavenging a Diesel card in the
Scavenging Space, increasing its pip by 1. After
reaching its max value, you have successfully
collected and returned the Diesel to the
Hospital. Remove the die and place the card face
up at the bottom of the Generator Pile.
Quinn started scavenging a Diesel 5♦ and has already
scavenged it twice. Its current value is 3. Quinn spends 2 AP
to scavenge twice and moves the die to 5. Having successfully
collected the Diesel, Quinn removes the die and places the
Diesel 5♦ face-up at the bottom of the Generator Pile.

Step 5: Consume Diesel

The Generator Pile holds the Hospital’s Diesel
Reserves and any Diesel you complete scavenging.
The generator consumes 1 Diesel plus 1 for each
used Bed. Each J Patient in a Bed consumes 1
more Diesel. Consume Diesel from the topmost
card in the Generator Pile by moving the die
down (see Using Card Pips). If the value reaches
0, discard the card, place the die on the max pip
of the next Diesel card underneath (if any), and
continue consumption. Damage the Hospital and
all Patients in Beds by 1 if you lack enough Diesel.
The top Diesel card in Manu’s Generator Pile has 3 Diesel left.
The Hospital has a J Patient and a Q Patient, so Manu needs 4
Diesel total: 1 for the Hospital, 2 for the J Patient, and 1 for the
Q Patient. Manu moves the die down 3 pips (to 0) and discards
the card. Underneath is a Diesel 5♦. Manu puts the die on pip 5
and moves it down 1 (to 4) to finish consuming Diesel.

Step 6: Handle Patients Outside
Each J Patient damages the Hospital by 1 when
Outside. Rotate Q Patients 90°; discard them if
rotated to vertical. Discard K Patients.

Ending the Game

End the game if the Hospital structure reaches 0
or if the Event Deck, Beds, and Outside are empty.

Scoring

Gain 1 point for each Patient in the Saved Pile.
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Example Turn

Step 1: Emerson starts the turn with 4 action
points (AP). Below is Emerson’s current board:

Step 4: With 1 AP remaining, Emerson scavenges
once. Having reached the Diesel 2♦’s max value,
Emerson removes the die and places the Diesel 2♦
face up at the bottom of the Generator Pile.

4

Step 2: Emerson places 3 cards from the Event
Deck into the Event Queue from left-to-right:

4

Step 3: The first card is Diesel!

4

Emerson is already scavenging a Diesel 7♦ but
wants more Diesel this turn. Emerson spends 1
AP and replaces the Diesel 7♦ with the Diesel 2♦.

3

Next is Complications 2♣. None of the Patients
are in critical condition, but they’re all tied.
Emerson spends 2 AP on the K Patient and
reduces the dice by 2 on the other Patients.

0

Step 5: The Hospital needs 4 Diesel (1 + 3 Beds
in use). Emerson consumes 2 Diesel from the
topmost generator card and then discards it,
setting the generator die to the max value of the
next card.

0

Emerson needs to consume 2 more Diesel and has
just enough. Emerson moves the die down by 2
and, since it’s now at 0, discards the Diesel 2♦.

0

Step 6: Emerson starts resolving the survivors
Outside. The J Patient︎ damages the Hospital by 1.

0

1

Emerson discards the Complications 2♣. The last
card is a J Patient.

The Q Patient Outside since last turn rotates 90°
and, now vertical, dies. Emerson discards the Q
Patient.

0

1

With no empty Beds, Emerson can’t admit the J
Patient︎, who goes Outside with the Q Patient︎.

Step 7: The Hospital hasn’t collapsed yet, and
there are still cards in the Event Deck and Patients
both in Beds and Outside. Emerson has more time
to save these Patients and is ready to start the
next turn.

1
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Questions and Clarifications

I drew a Diesel card. What can I do?

When you handle a Diesel card, your Hospital staff has
learned about a new Diesel source — a truck, an intact
gas station, or even a lawn mower.
If you spend 1 AP, then you move to, secure, and start
scavenging the new source of Diesel. Moving there
quickly means leaving behind what you were already
scavenging, and so you must discard any Diesel card
you were already scavenging. Put the new Diesel card
into the Scavenging Space to the left of the Generator
Pile.
If you decide to not start scavenging the Diesel, then
other survivors claim it. Discard the card.

I previously started scavenging a Diesel
card but want to start scavenging a new
one. Do I keep anything I’ve partially
scavenged?
No, you must discard the old Diesel card when you
start scavenging a new one.

How do I successfully scavenge Diesel?

Each AP you spend during Step 4: Standard Actions
increases how much you have scavenged by 1. When
you reach the Diesel card’s max value, then you have
successfully scavenged everything from the site.
Remove the scavenging die from the Diesel card and
place the card at the bottom of the Generator Pile face
up.

How do I use Diesel after scavenging it?

The Hospital consumes Diesel from the Generator Pile
during Step 5: Consume Diesel. When you reduce the
Diesel amount, move the die down the topmost card’s
pips in the Pile. When the die reaches 0, discard the
topmost card and move the die to the max value of the
next card underneath. If you run out of Diesel, damage
the Hospital and all Patients in Beds by 1.

Do I have to admit a Patient?

No. Place unadmitted Patients Outside.

Does admitting a Patient from the Event
Queue cost 1 AP?
No, it is free. See Step 3: Event Resolution — Patients.

Does admitting a Patient from the
Outside into a Bed cost 1 AP?
Yes, it costs 1 AP. See Step 4: Standard Actions.

Can I move a Patient in a bed Outside?
No, you cannot remove a patient from a bed.

Do I gain +2 AP each time I heal a K
Patient?

No, you only gain +2 AP when a K Patient reaches 7
Health and enters the Saved Pile.

Do Patients Outside use dice?

No, only track health for Patients in Beds.

When I put a Q Patient Outside, do they
begin vertically oriented?
Yes. Q Patients only rotate during Step 6: Handle

Patients Outside.

I drew a Complications card and have
multiple Patients with the same health
level. How many does it affect?

The Complications card affects all tied Patients. Each
AP you spend will reduce the injury to one Patient. See
Step 3: Event Resolution — Complications.

Emerson has no Beds used. If Emerson reveals and admits two K
Patients and then reveals Complications 2 ♣, then both Patients
will die unless Emerson spends AP. Spending 1 AP for each
Patient (for a total of 2 AP) would let each live with 1 health
remaining.

Do Complications have any effect when I
don’t have patients in the Hospital?
No. Discard the card without any effects. See Step 3:
Event Resolution — Complications.

Can I repair the Hospital?
No, you can only heal patients.

Can I save unused AP between turns?
No, unused action points are lost.
Is the Discard Pile public knowledge?
Yes, aside from the card discarded during setup.

Need Help? Have Comments?
Visit studiotectorum.com
or email kevin@studiotectorum.com

See our other games at
StudioTectorum.com
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